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Free to Learn Xlibris Corporation
The classic book on the development of
human language by the world’s leading
expert on language and the mind. In this
classic, the world's expert on language
and mind lucidly explains everything you
always wanted to know about language:
how it works, how children learn it, how it
changes, how the brain computes it, and
how it evolved. With deft use of examples
of humor and wordplay, Steven Pinker
weaves our vast knowledge of language
into a compelling story: language is a
human instinct, wired into our brains by
evolution. The Language Instinct received
the William James Book Prize from the
American Psychological Association and
the Public Interest Award from the
Linguistics Society of America. This
edition includes an update on advances in
the science of language since The

Language Instinct was first published.
How to Unleash Your Basic Instinct for Survival
Basic Books (AZ)
The Human InstinctHow We Evolved to Have
Reason, Consciousness, and Free WillSimon &
Schuster
SHAN HAI JING—A BOOK COVERED
WITH BLOOD Prometheus Books
A leading expert in childhood
development makes the case
for why self-directed
learning -- "unschooling" --
is the best way to get kids
to learn. In Free to Learn,
developmental psychologist
Peter Gray argues that in
order to foster children who
will thrive in today's
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constantly changing world, we
must entrust them to steer
their own learning and
development. Drawing on
evidence from anthropology,
psychology, and history, he
demonstrates that free play is
the primary means by which
children learn to control
their lives, solve problems,
get along with peers, and
become emotionally resilient.
A brave, counterintuitive
proposal for freeing our
children from the shackles of
the curiosity-killing
institution we call school,
Free to Learn suggests that

it's time to stop asking
what's wrong with our
children, and start asking
what's wrong with the system.
It shows how we can act --
both as parents and as members
of society -- to improve
children's lives and to
promote their happiness and
learning.
The Human Instinct Penguin
Combining research from the social sciences,
hard sciences, and the humanities, this
accessible cross-disciplinary book offers
fascinating insights into a key component of
human nature and society. What do the Arab
Spring, the Robin Hood legend, Occupy Wall
Street, and the American taxpayer reaction to
the $182 billion bailout of AIG have in
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common? All are rooted in a deeply ingrained
sense of fairness. But where does this
universal instinct come from? This is the driving
question at the heart of L. Sun’s The Fairness
Instinct. Thinkers from Aristotle to Kant, from
Augustine to John Rawls, and religions from
Christianity to Confucianism, have offered
great insight into the nature and origins of this
basic human desire for fairness. Based on the
most recent scientific discoveries in behavioral
genetics, neuroscience, psychology,
anthropology, economics, and evolution, Sun
argues that the origins of the fairness instinct
cannot be found exclusively in the
philosophical, social, and political perspectives
to which we so often turn; rather, they can be
traced to something much deeper in our
biological makeup. Taking as his starting point
Frans De Waal’s seminal study showing that
Capuchin monkeys revolt when they are
shortchanged by receiving a less valuable

reward than their peers receive for the same
task, Sun synthesizes a wide range of research
to explore the biological roots of the fairness
instinct. He shows that fairness is much more
than a moral value or ideological construct;
fairness is in our DNA. Combining scientific
rigor with accessible and reader-friendly
language to relate fascinating stories of animal
and human behavior, The Fairness Instinct lays
out an evolutionary roadmap for how fairness
emerges and thrives under natural selection
and how two powerful engines—social living and
social hierarchy—have fueled the evolution of
this intricate and potent instinct in all of us.
Probing into the motives that underlie such
phenomena as envy, consumerism, anti-
intellectualism, revenge, revolution, terrorism,
marriage, democracy, and religion, Sun
showcases the power of the fairness instinct to
make our history, shape our society, and rule
our social lives.
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Deadly Instinct St. Martin's Press
Many of our questions about religion, says
renowned anthropologist Pascal Boyer, are no
longer mysteries. We are beginning to know
how to answer questions such as "Why do
people have religion?" Using findings from
anthropology, cognitive science, linguistics, and
evolutionary biology, Religion Explained shows
how this aspect of human consciousness is
increasingly admissible to coherent, naturalistic
explanation. This brilliant and controversial
book gives readers the first scientific
explanation for what religious feeling is really
about, what it consists of, and where it comes
from.
What Juicy Burgers, Ferraris, Pornography,
and Gift Giving Reveal About Human
Nature Random House
FRIGHTENED MONSTERS. STOLEN

TIME. AND ONE SERIOUSLY
UNDERESTIMATED DAMSEL. Katie
ran from the magical world years ago. She
never planned on being dragged back in by
a prophesying clamshell. The seers believe
she alone can prevent an apocalypse of
ruined time and broken worlds. Bran the
Crow King believes she can save him from
his cannibalistic grandfather. Katie believes
they're all nuts. One thing is for certain:
she's not waiting around for help. Operation
Katie Saves her Own Damn Self is officially
on.
Half-Shell Propheces Prometheus Books
From one of America’s best-known biologists, a
revolutionary new way of thinking about evolution
that shows “why, in light of our origins, humans
are still special” (Edward J. Larson, Pulitzer
Prize–winning author of Evolution). Once we had
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a special place in the hierarchy of life on Earth—a
place confirmed by the literature and traditions of
every human tribe. But then the theory of evolution
arrived to shake the tree of human understanding to
its roots. To many of the most passionate advocates
for Darwin’s theory, we are just one species
among multitudes, no more significant than any
other. Even our minds are not our own, they tell us,
but living machines programmed for nothing but
survival and reproduction. In The Human Instinct,
Brown University biologist Kenneth R. Miller
“confronts both lay and professional
misconceptions about evolution” (Publishers
Weekly, starred review), showing that while
evolution explains how our bodies and brains were
shaped, that heritage does not limit or predetermine
human behavior. In fact, Miller argues in this
“highly recommended” (Forbes) work that it is
only thanks to evolution that we have the power to
shape our destiny. Equal parts natural science and
philosophy, The Human Instinct makes an

“absorbing, lucid, and engaging⋯case that it was
evolution that gave us our humanity” (Ursula
Goodenough, professor of biology at Washington
University in St. Louis).
The Story Of Developers Of The Catalog Of
Human Population Basic Books
A panicked mother runs through highway
traffic to save her wandering child. A green
turtle swims hundreds of miles to return to the
beach on which it was hatched. Your child
utters her first word. Have you ever wondered
what causes you to react in a certain way to a
certain situation, and if you would react
differently under different circumstances? From
Charles Darwin to Malcolm Gladwell, writers
and scientists have been fascinated by what
prompts us to snap decisions. In Basic Instinct,
neuroscientist Mark Blumberg provides readers
with a logical perspective that does not rely on
the clichéd explanations that have become so
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prevalent among scientists and laypeople alike.
Blumberg delves into the debate between the
nativists and evolutionary psychologists, who
believe we are born with an instinctive
knowledge about the world, and the
epigeneticists, who believe that instincts are
built anew in each of us, generation after
generation. The result is an entertaining and
balanced examination of the role of genes,
experience, and evolution in the construction of
behavior.
The Language Instinct Penguin
“A landmark book in the science of emotions
and its implications for ethics and human
universals.”—Library Journal, starred review
In this startling study of human emotion,
Dacher Keltner investigates an unanswered
question of human evolution: If humans are
hardwired to lead lives that are “nasty,

brutish, and short,” why have we evolved with
positive emotions like gratitude, amusement,
awe, and compassion that promote ethical
action and cooperative societies? Illustrated with
more than fifty photographs of human
emotions, Born to Be Good takes us on a
journey through scientific discovery, personal
narrative, and Eastern philosophy. Positive
emotions, Keltner finds, lie at the core of
human nature and shape our everyday
behavior—and they just may be the key to
understanding how we can live our lives better.
Some images in this ebook are not displayed
owing to permissions issues.
The Popular Science of Human Nature in
Twentieth-Century America Penguin UK
From caveman to modern man ... Few people
doubt that humans are descended from the
apes; fewer still consider, let alone accept, the
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psychological implications. But in truth, man not
only looks, moves and breathes like an ape, he
also thinks like one. Sexual drive, survival,
competition, aggression - all of our impulses are
driven by our human instincts. They explain
why a happily married man will fantasize about
the pretty, slim, young woman sitting across
from him in the tube and why thousands of
people spend their week entirely focused on
whether their team will win their next crucial
match. But how well do our instincts equip us
for the twenty-first century? Do they help or
hinder us as we deal with large anonymous
cities, stressful careers, relationships and the
battle of the sexes? In this fascinating book,
Robert Winston takes us on a journey deep into
the human mind. Along the way he takes a very
personal look at the relationship between
science and religion and explores those very

instincts that make us human.
The Evolutionary Origins of Religious
Thought Prometheus Books
Based on Stanford University psychologist
Kelly McGonigal's wildly popular course "The
Science of Willpower," The Willpower Instinct
is the first book to explain the science of self-
control and how it can be harnessed to improve
our health, happiness, and productivity.
Informed by the latest research and combining
cutting-edge insights from psychology,
economics, neuroscience, and medicine, The
Willpower Instinct explains exactly what
willpower is, how it works, and why it matters.
For example, readers will learn: ‧ Willpower
is a mind-body response, not a virtue. It is a
biological function that can be improved
through mindfulness, exercise, nutrition, and
sleep. ‧ Willpower is not an unlimited
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resource. Too much self-control can actually be
bad for your health. ‧ Temptation and stress
hijack the brain's systems of self-control, but the
brain can be trained for greater willpower ‧
Guilt and shame over your setbacks lead to
giving in again, but self-forgiveness and self-
compassion boost self-control. ‧ Giving up
control is sometimes the only way to gain self-
control. ‧ Willpower failures are
contagious—you can catch the desire to
overspend or overeat from your friends—but
you can also catch self-control from the right
role models. In the groundbreaking tradition of
Getting Things Done, The Willpower Instinct
combines life-changing prescriptive advice and
complementary exercises to help readers with
goals ranging from losing weight to more
patient parenting, less procrastination, better
health, and greater productivity at work.

How Biological Security Motivates Behavior,
Promotes Morality, Determines Authority, and
Explains Our Search for a God HarperCollins
UK
From Bach fugues to Indonesian gamelan, from
nursery rhymes to rock, music has cast its light
into every corner of human culture. But why
music excites such deep passions, and how we
make sense of musical sound at all, are
questions that have until recently remained
unanswered. Now in The Music Instinct, award-
winning writer Philip Ball provides the first
comprehensive, accessible survey of what is
known--and still unknown--about how music
works its magic, and why, as much as eating
and sleeping, it seems indispensable to
humanity. Deftly weaving together the latest
findings in brain science with history,
mathematics, and philosophy, The Music
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Instinct not only deepens our appreciation of the
music we love, but shows that we would not be
ourselves without it. The Sunday Times hailed
it as "a wonderful account of why music
matters," with Ball's "passion for music evident
on every page."
The Compassionate Instinct: The Science
of Human Goodness Ruthanne Reid
From Instinct to Identity begins an account
of personalitydevelopment by tracing the
legacy of the human speciesfrom its primate
heritage to its present form. Findingsfrom
ethology, primate studies, linguistics, and
othersources are used to construct an
account of the uniquefeatures of man. Th e
evolution of early cultures is shownthrough
use of anthropological work. The ideas of
Sigmund Freud, particularly as modifi edby

Erik Erikson, are presented together with the
theoriesand fi ndings of Jean Piaget and his
collaborators in a seriesof chapters that
follow the person from infancy to
adolescence.Other chapters examine play,
dreams, and fantasy;anxiety and its eff ects
on the development of self;
moraldevelopment; and identity. Th e
emphasis throughout ison the growth of self,
and its impact on social norms. The author
blends together theories and findingsfrom
psychoanalysis, psychology, ethology,
humanisticpsychology, and child
development, develops a model ofhuman
motivation in which the basic emotional
systemsof love, anxiety, aggression, curiosity
and intelligence aretraced from their
primate background through the humanlife
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cycle. He brings together classic ideas on
guilt andconscience with research on moral
reasoning and egodevelopment,and clarifi es
diffi cult ideas in a clear, directprose style.
This classic volume, now available in
paperbackwith a new introduction by the
author, will fi nd a newaudience among
anthropologists as well as
psychologistsinterested in the evolution of
human behavior. Louis Breger is professor of
psychoanalyticstudies emeritus at the
CaliforniaInstitute of Technology in
Pasadena.He is a practicing psychotherapist
andpsychoanalyst, and is the founding
presidentof the Institute of
ContemporaryPsychoanalysis, Los Angeles.
He haswritten other books and a number
ofscholarly articles on psychoanalytic

topicsincluding the acclaimed biography,
Freud:Darkness in the Midst of Vision, and
Dostoevsky: The Author asPsychoanalyst.
Dating for the Human Animal Prometheus
Books
In this highly informative and entertaining
book, the founder of the vibrant new field of
evolutionary consumption illuminates the
relevance of our biological heritage to our
daily lives as consumers. While culture is
important, the author shows that innate
evolutionary forces deeply influence the
foods we eat, the gifts we offer, the
cosmetics and clothing styles we choose to
make ourselves more attractive to potential
mates, and even the cultural products that
stimulate our imaginations (such as art,
music, and religion). The book
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demonstrates that most acts of consumption
can be mapped onto four key Darwinian
drives—namely, survival (we prefer foods
high in calories); reproduction (we use
products as sexual signals); kin selection (we
naturally exchange gifts with family
members); and reciprocal altruism (we enjoy
offering gifts to close friends). The author
further highlights the analogous behaviors
that exist between human consumers and a
wide range of animals. For anyone interested
in the biological basis of human behavior or
simply in what makes consumers
tick—marketing professionals, advertisers,
psychology mavens, and consumers
themselves—this is a fascinating read.
Religion Explained Penguin
An Easier and Better Way to Learn Anatomy.

The human body is wondrously complex, with
700 muscles, 206 bones, and countless cells and
tissues ... but studying and remembering all of
them can be overwhelming! Instead of rote
memorization, the Anatomy Coloring book
helps you take an interactive approach to
learning anatomy through coloring. Not only
can this take less time than memorizing from
textbooks and flashcards, but the process
thoroughly fixes anatomical concepts in your
mind for easier visual recall later.
The Consuming Instinct Lester\Sawicki
An exploration of the scientific mindset—such
character virtues as curiosity, veracity,
attentiveness, and humility to evidence—and its
importance for science, democracy, and human
flourishing. Exemplary scientists have a
characteristic way of viewing the world and their
work: their mindset and methods all aim at
discovering truths about nature. In An Instinct for
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Truth, Robert Pennock explores this scientific
mindset and argues that what Charles Darwin
called “an instinct for truth, knowledge, and
discovery” has a tacit moral structure—that it is
important not only for scientific excellence and
integrity but also for democracy and human
flourishing. In an era of “post-truth,” the
scientific drive to discover empirical truths has a
special value. Taking a virtue-theoretic perspective,
Pennock explores curiosity, veracity, skepticism,
humility to evidence, and other scientific virtues and
vices. He explains that curiosity is the most
distinctive element of the scientific character, by
which other norms are shaped; discusses the
passionate nature of scientific attentiveness; and
calls for science education not only to teach
scientific findings and methods but also to nurture
the scientific mindset and its core values. Drawing
on historical sources as well as a sociological study
of more than a thousand scientists, Pennock's
philosophical account is grounded in values that

scientists themselves recognize they should aspire to.
Pennock argues that epistemic and ethical values
are normatively interconnected, and that for science
and society to flourish, we need not just a
philosophy of science, but a philosophy of the
scientist.
Increasing Your Success in Dating by
Understanding the Instincts, Psychology,
and Biological Imperatives of the Sexes.
Simon & Schuster
A developmental psychologist argues that
children who are freed to follow their own
interests through self-directed play will
become better learners and achievers than
the way they learn in modern school, which
he says shows them that learning is work
and not fun. 15,000 first printing.
A Cultural History of Humanity's Search
for Meaning Penguin
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Mankind was created by God with the tools
necessary to survive in a competitive world.
These tools, however, can become a
hindrance to fully enjoying the grace God
wants for each of us in our relationship with
Him. We carry though life an inner enemy
to grace.
The Art Instinct Basic Books
A modern tale in the tradition of the noir
fiction classics of James M. Cain and
Elmore Leonard, Deadly Instinct tells the
story of two couples who are brought
together by a fundamental human instinct -
the desire for children - but instead find
themselves embroiled in a dangerous
scheme fueled by greed and avarice. Billy
and Barbara Evans seem like an ordinary
couple, but looks are deceiving where Billy

is concerned. An early-30s man who has
never truly grown up, he dreams of riches
and position; Barbara, his high school
sweetheart, simply wants a family and is
blind to Billy's dark side, though she is aware
of his close ties to the shady and rich Jacko
Denby. Prominent and respectable on the
outside, Denby is reputed to have organized
crime ties that pay for his opulent lifestyle,
one that Billy craves for himself and
Barbara. Sarah and Jacob Glass live in the
nearby West Virginia coal mining country,
but are worlds apart from the Evans in
education and social position. Both are salt
of the earth people, honest and
hardworking, and desperate to have the
child they cannot conceive. In their early
40s, they are now eager to adopt, but Jacob's
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teenage criminal past and their precarious
finances have made it impossible. The story
moves at an exhilarating pace when Ethan
Boggs, a disgraced lawyer, enters their lives.
Boggs, who is adroit at arranging hasty and
superficially legal adoptions for aspiring
parents who are willing to pay, wrestles with
his own demons of gambling and alcohol.
His instincts for self-destruction put him
under the thumb of a local loan shark and
render him constantly in need of cash. Billy's
semi-legitimate business schemes with
Denby bring him tastes of the wealth he
craves. Desperate to have it all, he concocts
an unholy plan that will give him the
financial success he desires, but at a price he
cannot imagine. A shrewd detective and a
glamorous television reporter begin to sniff

out the truth, leading to a fateful
confrontation with a shattering climax.
Deadly Instinct weaves a complex web of
deceit, blood and passion in an unforgettable
tale of the most basic human instincts - and
their explosive consequences.
Free to Learn HPA Press
The God Instinct explores how people’s
everyday thoughts, behaviours and
emotions betray an innate tendency to
reason as though God were deeply invested
in their public lives and secret affairs.
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